Hotel Song (reduced)

words and music by regina spektor

[Music notation]

I have dreams of Orca Whales and owls but I wake up in a fear (bum bum bum)

2nd time play chord only on first beat of each bar during verse 2 lyrics. As before from "I have dreams of..."
1. Bm7

will never be my

D

you will never be my fool

A

( dear)

E7

my, you will never be my fool

(dear)

F#7

2. A

will never be my fool

E7

(dear, dear friend)

dear a little bag of cocaine a little bag of cocaine so

G7

who's the girl wearing the dress? I figured out her number it's

B7

(bum bum bum)

on a paper napkin but I don't know her address I wait down -